ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
System architecting is a process to define technical specifications (function requirements) of a system assigned to its subsystems [1] [2] [3] . The process is performed iteratively so that technical specifications are refined and allocated to subsystems at multiple levels. Subsystems are verified and validated at the succeeding design stages. Since the process defines the composition of a system through the refinement of technical specifications, the concept of system architecting is crucial for design methods of product modularity [4] , product family [5] , product platform [6] , and product architecture [7] . With these design methods, the performance of a system is optimized from a life cycle perspective [8, 9] , while considering advanced functionality (e.g., adaptability [10] and upgradability [11] ).
System architecting is also crucial to deal with complexity in designing large-scale mechatronic systems such as hybrid vehicles and high-end photocopiers. The complexity is derived from the interactions among subsystems to realize desired behavior. A designer may face difficulty in designing and analyzing the interactions for some reasons. First, the knowledge across multiple engineering domains (e.g., mechanical, electrical, and software engineering) is necessary to do so [12] . Second, the details to describe the interactions in a large-scale system are beyond the capacity of a designer [13] . Compositional (hierarchical) knowledge is a common property to describe complex systems [14] . A designer, as a system architect, can use the compositional knowledge of a system to divide the design problem at the system level into design problems at lower subsystem levels, which are individually solved by designers with specific engineering knowledge [15] .
In conceptual design, designers also decompose function requirements and determine physical structure and behavior to meet each requirement [16] . This means that design methods and tools developed for conceptual design can be applicable to system architecting. This paper proposes a computational method to support system architecting based on a product modeling method for conceptual design.
Research of design methods and tools for conceptual design have been successful in modeling functions as design specifications [17, 18] and/or in mapping functions to the combinations of form [19, 20] , structure [21, 22] , behavior [23] [24] [25] , and directly design parameters of a design object [26] . The modeling and mapping capability partly supports system architecting as well. Nevertheless, research of design methods and tools for system architecting is necessary considering the limitation of these existing methods and tools for conceptual design.
On one hand, the abovementioned function modeling and mapping methods [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] cannot explicitly define the dependency among design parameters derived from structure and behavior to be verified and validated at succeeding design stages. On the other hand, axiomatic design [26] is a matrixbased methodology for design analysis in terms of the dependency of design parameters on function requirements. However, the methodology cannot explicitly define structure and behavior of a system as the origin of dependency among the design parameters.
Integrated modeling frameworks provide computational supports for collaboration among the designers in a design team, who perform individual tasks using specific product models. Examples of such frameworks are Palo Alto Collaborative Testbed (PACT) [27] and Knowledge Intensive Engineering Framework (KIEF) [28] . Although the frameworks have been able to integrate product models with different representations for specific purposes (e.g., simulation), they should also support specific tasks for a designer (system architect), who designs the overview of a system and divides the design problem at the system level into design problems at subsystem levels for the other designers in a design team. For instance, the framework should be able to display the overview with different views (e.g., functional, behavioral, and structural views) and clarify dependency among the design parameters included in the views for each of the other designers.
System modeling methods for system architecting have been investigated based on input-output formalizations. Examples include structural analysis and design technique (SADT) [29] [30] [31] , integrated computer aided manufacturing definition language (IDEF0) [32] , computer-integrated manufacturing open-system architecture (CIM-OSA) reference model [33, 34] , and model based architecting and software engineering (MBASE) [35] . The methods define inputs/outputs of activities (functions) in terms of energy, material, and information, and connect activities to constitute a system. The methods are less flexible than those developed for conceptual design in that they can only deal with activities (functions) with inputs/outputs. (Modifications of the representation have been proposed to overcome the limitation [36] . E.g. additions of "decision" and "condition" terminals for activities')
The goal of our research is to develop a design tool for system architecting based on the abovementioned methods and tools for conceptual design. We first use the FunctionBehavior-State (FBS) modeling [23] to symbolically describe the overview of a system. Second, we aim at the use of other modelers to define parameter-level specifications verified and validated in succeeding design stages. The modelers can be used for visualization of parameter-level specifications during system architecting as well. For instance, the previous report presented the use of the functional hierarchy to limit the structural and behavioral specifications displayed for designers [37] .
Within the framework of our research, the paper presents a usage of geometric modeling and process-interval modeling at a system architecting process started with the FBS modeling. An interval-based logic [38] is used to formalize connections among the modeling methods. As an application of the formalization, the paper proposes a method to automatically evaluate the consistency among the connected models during system architecting. This paper contributes to the development of parameter-level specifications on a symbolic product model considering the use in system architecting. The method has been implemented on our prototype system architecting tool, which is an extension of the KIEF [28] .
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the functionality and requirements of a system architecting tool developed by the authors. It also reviews the FBS modeling and interval-based logic, which are served as the theoretic backgrounds of the tool. Section 3 formalizes the correspondences of connections among the product models described with symbols and parameters regarding the structure and behavior. Section 4 introduces the proposed system architecting tool equipped with consistency evaluation algorithms as applications of the formalization in Section 3. The algorithms are demonstrated at an illustrative usage of the tool for system architecting of a photocopier. Section 5 concludes the paper.
BACKGROUNDS

System architecting tool
The goal of our research is to develop a system architecting tool from the perspective of systems engineering [1] [2] [3] . The tool is aimed to be an effective extension of design methods and tools for conceptual design (see Section 1). The tool is aimed to support systematic and concurrent refinement of technical specifications of a system with parametric descriptions in terms of structure and behavior at multiple subsystem levels.
System architecting in systems engineering. From the perspective of systems engineering, Vee model is regarded as a standard process model of complex system design (Fig. 1) . Vee model includes system architecting in the definition and decomposition phase. In this phase, designers refine systemlevel specifications into component-level specifications. Through system architecting, designers define how a set of components composes the entire system (composition), and how these components interact one another to realize the desired system behavior (interface).
The concept of system architecting can be compared with a systematic approach for conceptual design [16] . The aim of system architecting is to define system models with appropriate granularity, with which designers can verify and validate the system performances in the succeeding integration and verification/validation phase. Considering the verification and validation in terms of parameters (e.g., differential equations), the system models should de described with parameters. In comparison, conceptual design is aimed to find a mapping between function requirements (technical specifications) and realization principles (structure and behavior). This is why function is decomposed so that designers can easily find realization principles. Furthermore, models for the validation and verification of the mappings are separately developed at the succeeding design stages (e.g., detail design).
Tool requirements. The requirements of system models and modeling tools for system architecting can be specified from the perspective of systems engineering as follows. First, system models should be described with both symbolic and parameter-based representations, and the correspondence between the representations should be formulated. Symbolic representation is used to describe function requirements, while parameter-level representation is used for the verification and validation at succeeding design stages. Second, especially in case of developing large-scale and multidisciplinary systems, a number of designers from diverse engineering domains are involved. For this reason, system models for system architecting should be described independently from specific engineering domains. Third, the modeling tools should computationally support effective search and management of design information used by designers. As described at the second requirement, this requirement is crucial, when a design team consists of designers from diverse engineering domains, who have to deal with the design information defined outside of their specialized engineering domains.
Parameter-based analysis in system architecting. In system architecting, the knowledge about system's composition is represented by product models with diverse granularity. The models include design parameters and their dependency introduced at system architecting, which constrain the geometry of subsystems, and the sequences of controls realizing the desired system behavior. Rigorous validation and verification of such models should (and solely) be performed at the succeeding design stages, in which quantitative information is available. However, models for computer-aided system architecting following the above requirements can be performed for the estimation of the approximate performance of system (e.g., costs and energy usage) in terms of the design parameters. It can also identify the feasibility of developed system concepts with respect to special (geometric) and behavioral (temporal) specifications at this stage. Eventually, such an evaluation can decrease the number of potential design faults and unnecessary design iterations, which may cause time and costs at the succeeding design stages.
Function-Behavior-State (FBS) modeling
The FBS modeling is a symbolic product modeling method for conceptual design [23] . The defined model elements are function, physical feature, physical phenomenon, entity, and relations ( Fig. 2 ). These elements represent such concepts as function, behavior, and state (structure). The conceptual design process based on the FBS modeling consists of two steps. First, designers hierarchically decompose top-level functions (e.g, to print paper) into component-level functions (e.g., to heat toner). A function is defined by a verb-noun (function-objective) pair. If necessary, a function is further specialized with modifiers (e.g., to heat toner with a heater). Second, designers relate behavioral and structural descriptions (physical features) with individual component-level functions (e.g., a heating device with close contact to toner). This relationship is called function-behavior relationship. Physical features include a set of physical phenomena, entities, and relation among entities. Relations include spatial (topological) connectivity. Designers may delegate entities included in physical features, when these entities are necessary to satisfy multiple functions. Thus, the overall system behavior to realize all functions is defined by the union of physical features.
The FBS modeling employs parameters for the verification of the system behavior with qualitative simulation based on Qualitative Process Theory (QPT) [39] . The qualitative simulation is realized by formal relations among the parameters of a physical system (e.g., a cylindrical boiler) called quantities (e.g., water level, water temperature). The relations between two quantities are either qualitative proportional relations (e.g., water level and water volume) or qualitative differential relations (e.g., flow rate and water volume). Parameters and relations for the qualitative simulation are defined as variables and constraints in physical phenomena.
The FBS modeling cannot sufficiently support designers during system architecting due to the following reasons. First, the FBS modeling cannot support the refinement of behavioral and structural descriptions in parallel with the decomposition of function specifications. Therefore, designers cannot define the descriptions with different granularity. Second not a complete system model described with parameters. Parameters and their relations for qualitative simulation are system parameters representing system behavior, and they do not include the following types of parameters. The first type characterizes the geometry of a system. (The FBS modeling treats geometry of products as static design information, which is not used for the qualitative simulation.) The second type characterizes the behavior of a system, which controls activation and termination of physical phenomena.
One of the measures to overcome the limitations of the FBS modeling in dealing with parameters is to define parametric relations among structural and behavioral symbols in the FBS model. Spatial information is also crucial for visualization of design concepts as well as physical configuration of system components, (considering the fact that the FBS modeling can express spatial relations in terms of component connectivity). Furthermore, the FBS modeler is missing a capability to describe temporal information including information about when particular phenomena are activated, maintained, and deactivated.
Interval-based logic
Allen developed an interval-based logic, which defines relations among intervals with respect to time [38] . An interval is defined by its beginning and ending points. The logic offers thirteen mutually-exclusive relations between two intervals A and B, which is represented with four parameters A begin , A end , B begin , and B end . The relations are determined by the magnitude relations among these parameters. Table 1 summarizes these relations. The logic supports propagation of constraints between two intervals (i.e., additions of new relations) using the transitivity table [38] . The propagation method is used to maintain local consistency among three intervals. 
Extension to a spatial representation. Shu et al. extended the logic for the definition of relations among spatial elements [40] . It is done by treating relations between two spatial elements with respect to each coordinate as relations between two intervals. The spatial representation was studied for the construction of geometric compounds from intervalbased relations among spatial elements.
For the extension, the representation of spatial elements is restricted as follows. First, spatial elements should be rectangular parallelepipeds. Second, the surface of spatial elements should be parallel to the respective reference planes (i.e., X-Y, Y-Z, Z-X planes). Considering these restrictions, a spatial element is defined by six parameters, x min , y min , z min , x max , y max , and z max . A relation SA between two spatial elements A and B is defined by a triplet SA(A,B)=(R x , R y , R z ). Each element of the triplet R is one of the abovementioned thirteen relations. 
CONNECTING SYMBOLIC AND PARAMETRIC SPECIFICATIONS
The previous section reviewed the FBS modeling and the interval-based logic and its extension to a spatial representation. They are served as the theoretical foundation of our system architecting tool. This section investigates relations among product models described with them. Figure 2 shows the relations between the model elements defined with the interval-based logic and those defined in the FBS modeling. The investigation is performed regarding spatial relations and temporal relations, respectively.
Spatial relations
The following steps define the correspondences between spatial relations described with symbols and parameters on the defined product models. The first step classifies onedimensional parametric spatial relations. The second step classifies three-dimensional parametric spatial relations using the results of the first step. The final step gives the correspondence between three-dimensional parametric spatial relations and symbolic spatial relations.
Assumptions. First, as assumed in [40] , spatial elements are defined as rectangular parallelepipeds. The assumption is feasible considering the use of the representation during system architecting, in which the geometry of elements is not precisely defined. Complex shapes can be defined as a composite of rectangular parallelepipeds. Second, it assumes that any set of four parameter values to represent a relation based on the interval-based logic are not identical. In other words, some relations in Table 1 (s, f, si, fi, m, mi, e) are not considered for the evaluation of spatial relations. (They are considered for the evaluation of temporal relations). It is because of that the assumption decreases the types of contacts (see Tables 2 and 3) and modeling efforts on a geometric modeler with continuous parameters.
One-dimensional parametric spatial relations.
Classification of one-dimensional parametric spatial relations is originally as same as the determination of an element of the triplet (R x , R y , R z ), which represents a spatial relation SA presented in the previous section. Considering the second assumption, the relation is classified into four types (Table 2) .
Three-dimensional parametric spatial relations.
Three-dimensional parametric relations between two spatial elements are classified into eleven types (A-G). These types are obtained by the types of one-dimensional parametric relations with respect to three axes (i.e., X, Y, Z). Table 3 summarizes these types and conditions in terms of the sum of the calculated one-dimensional relations n(r1), n(r2), n(r3), and n(r4). These types are independently defined from the orientation of contacts between two spatial elements. Inverse relations are found between some of these types (e.g, A and Ai).
Correspondences to symbolic spatial relations.
Three-dimensional parametric relations between two spatial elements have one-to-one correspondences with symbolic spatial relations. Table 3 shows these correspondences. Figure  3 also shows these correspondences, in which the parametric spatial relations in Table 3 are expressed with graphical notations. Figure 3 shows the correspondences graphically and the super classes of these symbolic relations.
Temporal (behavioral) relations
No extension of theory to the interval based logic in [38] is necessary to define the correspondences of the product models regarding temporal relations described with symbols and parameters. A physical phenomenon defined in the FBS modeling is treated as an interval defined by the interval-based logic presented in Section 2. A temporal relation between two physical phenomena is defined by the magnitude relations among the time of their occurrence and termination. The relation is classified into thirteen types as defined by [38] . 
Tool architecture
The tool consists of an FBS modeler, a geometric modeler, a process-interval modeler, a parameter-network modeler, and a correspondence model viewer. (Fig. 4) . The FBS modeler in bottom right pane is used to build an FBS model of a system. The geometric modeler next to the FBS modeler supports the definition of spatial relations among entities described with parameters (see, Section 3). The process-interval modeler next to the geometric modeler supports the definition of relations among physical phenomena as intervals (see, Section 3). The parameter-network modeler in the bottom left pane is used for modeling of parameters and their dependency for qualitative simulation. These four modelers propagate their models to the correspondence model, with which consistency among the four models is maintained based on the Metamodel mechanism [41] .
(The Metamodel mechanism maintains the consistency by treating all symbols in the correspondence model as nodes of an Assumption-based Truce Maintenance System [42] .) Part of the correspondence model is exported to four modelers to avoid redundant inputs of design information. The correspondence model viewer in the top pane is used to visualize the correspondence model as a directed graph. The relations among the models defined on the four modelers are shown in Fig. 2 .
Consistency evaluation algorithms
The tool is equipped with algorithms to evaluate consistency between the symbolic (FBS) model and the parametric (geometric and process-interval) models. Figure 2 indicates the design information to be evaluated with the algorithms. Figure 5 and 6 show the algorithms for spatial and temporal relations, respectively.
The consistency analysis of spatial relations is based on a comparison between the parametric relations defined on the geometric modeler (SRp), and the symbols defined on the FBS modeler (SRs). The relations are consistent if the corresponding symbol of SRp (i.e., Symbol(SRp)) in Table 3 is SRs or one of the super classes of SRs. Furthermore, the algorithm asks designers to "add a new relation to the FBS model", when two spatial elements have a contact. Otherwise, the algorithm does not show any information to designers regarding the relations between the elements ("not to show"). Designers may assign multiple symbols to define temporal relations, when they specify the relations by a pair of the magnitude relations belonging to each physical phenomenon. For instance, such symbols as before (b), meets (m), and overlaps (o) meet the condition "phenomenon A starts before phenomenon B starts" (See. Fig. 9 ). The consistency analysis of temporal relations is based on a comparison between the graphically defined parametric relations on parameter interval modeler (TRp) and the list of symbols defined by designers on the same modeler (TRs). Given that TRs is defined by designers, TRp is consistent with TRs, if the corresponding symbol of TRp (i.e., Symbol(TRp)) is included in TRs. Otherwise the relations are inconsistent. If TRs is not defined, the algorithm does not show any information to designers regarding the relations between the elements ("not to show").
Designers can also use the constraint propagation algorithm [38] to find implicit symbolic temporal relations based on the defined relations by designers. Designers can treat these implicit temporal relations as TRs for the consistency evaluation.
An Illustrative usage of the tool
The proposed tool is applied to system architecting of a generic photocopier. This subsection briefly describes the modeling procedure and the use of the consistency evaluation algorithms during system architecting.
First, designers define an FBS model of a photocopier Functions, physical phenomena, entities and relations of the photocopier are partly shown in Fig. 7 . Functions are described with objectives and modifiers (e.g., "drive belt" and "drive belt with motor"). The FBS model is completed by decomposition of functions, instantiation of physical features corresponding to the functions at the leave of the function hierarchy, and delegation of entities [23] . Physical features include symbolic spatial relations and other types of relations (e.g., electric connection).
Entities and physical phenomena in the geometric modeler and the process-interval modeler are generated from the FBS model through the correspondence model. After that, the geometry of entities and the timing of physical phenomena are defined with these modelers. Symbolic conditions regarding the temporal relations are defined on the parameter-interval modeler (see arrows in Fig. 9 ). In order to check whether the geometric (parametric) model satisfies the spatial conditions specified by the FBS modeler, designers can execute the consistency evaluation algorithm in Fig. 5 . Figure 8 shows the geometry of the photocopier under development and the result of the consistency evaluation. Similarly, the algorithm in Fig. 6 is used to evaluate the consistency regarding the temporal specifications. Fig. 9 shows the temporal relations of the photocopier under development and the result of consistency evaluation.
For all sets of two physical phenomena (i, j) [i < j]:
Calculate TRp(i,j) If TRs(j,i) is defined:
If: Symbol(TRp(i,j)) in TRs(i, j): result(i,j)="consistent". Else:
result(i,j)="inconsistent". Else:
result(i,j) = "not to show". After defining and evaluating spatial and temporal relations, the relevant parameters are exported to the parameter network modeler through the correspondence model. These parameters can be combined with the parameters (or attributes in [23] ) used for qualitative simulation. In addition to qualitative simulation, these parameters and their dependency can be used during system architecting for a quick performance evaluation and modularization of the photocopier. Such a function is one of the objectives of our research in the next step.
Discussions
Design analysis. The result of the system architecting case presented at the previous subsection was analyzed following axiomatic design [26] . Table 4 shows the number of the defined concepts in the correspondence model. According to axiomatic design, the number of function requirements (FRs) of an design concept with the ideal structure, is as same as the number of the corresponding design parameters (DPs) However, Table 4 shows that the number of the bottom-level functions is smaller than the total number of parameters. Assumed that the bottom-level functions and the parameters represent FRs and DPs, respectively, the design concept is referred to as a redundant design. For the design concept to achieve the ideal structure, grouping of parameters is crucial. Here, the number of the bottom-level functions indicates the appropriate number of the groups. From the perspective of system architecting, such a grouping of parameters can be used to find appropriate system composition. Such a method can be compared with other modularization methods, which are solely based on the physical connectivity or interactions among components. Advantages. The advantages of the method were observed in terms of precision, flexibility and visualization. The precision in defining specifications were obtained, because the symbolic relations (see Fig. 3 ) can express specifications intended by designers, which are not explicit with the corresponding parametric representations. For instance, "two entities in contact with their surface on the geometric modeler" (computed as a PlaneContact with the evaluation algorithm) is a realization of a Contact specified by designers. Similarly, designers can define multiple symbolic conditions to specify a temporal relation, which are mutually exclusive in the parametric representation. This is useful when designers want to define a loose specification compared with the formal classification given by the parametric representation. E.g., "phenomenon A starts before phenomenon B starts" is represented by "b OR m OR o" in Fig. 9 (without specifying the relation between the phenomena regarding the termination). The flexibility in developing the structure of a system with given spatial specifications was realized by the specifications independent from orientation. Visualization of the temporal and spatial specifications was found to be useful for designers to understand and modify the FBS model according to their experience (e.g. finding missing contacts between entities on the FBS model).
Limitations. First, for the sake of the advantage in terms of flexibility, the method cannot define orientation-specific symbolic relations (e.g., the height of A is as same as the height of B). Second, the method has limitation in visualizing the shape of entities due to the logic employed for the consistency evaluation. The method can be further studied by introducing other parametric and symbolic representations to constrain (specify) the structure and behavior of a system [40, 43, 44] . Nevertheless, the proposed computational support for system architecting does not lose its generality by selecting these methods as an alternative representation.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has proposed a computational tool for system architecting. The proposed tool has employed the FBS modeling to define the symbolic overview of a system, and the geometric modeler and process-interval modeler for spatial and temporal specifications with parameters. An interval-based logic has been used to connect the symbolic overview with the parametric specifications. This paper concludes that a formal connection between the symbolic overview of a system and parametric specifications is crucial to use design methods and tools for conceptual design for parameter-based design analysis in system architecting with computational supports. Future work includes performance evaluation and modularization of complex systems based on design parameters derived from structural and behavioral constraints during system architecting.
